Insurance Code List for Implant Related Products

Surgical Guide- D6190 - radiographic/surgical implant index, by report

Temporary PMMA screw retained

D6118: implant/abutment supported interim fixed denture for edentulous arch- mandibular
D6119: implant/abutment supported interim fixed denture for edentulous arch- maxillary

All on Four or Hybrid Dental Code

6056 -- Prefabricated abutment – includes modification and placement (per abutment)
6114 -- Implant /abutment supported fixed denture for endentulous arch – maxillary
6115 -- Implant /abutment supported fixed denture for endentulous arch – mandibular

Full mouth implant supported bridge

6056 -- Prefabricated abutment – includes modification and placement

6057 -- Custom fabricated abutment - includes placement

6068 -- Abutment supported retainer for porcelain/ceramic FPD

6069 -- Abutment supported retainer for porcelain fused to metal FPD (high noble metal)

6070 -- abutment supported retainer for porcelain fused to metal FPD (predominantly base metal)

6071 -- Abutment supported retainer for porcelain fused to metal FPD (noble metal)

6072 -- Abutment supported retainer for cast metal FPD (high noble metal)

6210-45 (depending on material used) Pontic. Number of total Teeth- number of pontic codes (above) used = number of times this code is used.

Implant supported Overdenture
Traditionally have a bar and it is only considered supported if none of the support comes from tissue.

5862 -- precision attachment, by report. (Set of male and female components reported as one precision attachment)

6055 -- Dental implant supported connecting bar

6110 -- Implant/abutment supported removable denture for edentulous arch – maxillary

6111 -- Implant/abutment supported removable denture for edentulous arch - mandibular

**Implant Retained Denture – Locator Denture. Denture that is supported by tissue and implant (abutment)**

5862 -- precision attachment, by report. (Set of male and female components reported as one precision attachment)

5863 -- Overdenture - complete maxillary

5865 -- Overdenture - Complete Mandibular